
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF APPEAL 
FIRST DISTRICT, STATE OF FLORIDA 

 
Case No. 1D19-1782 

Lower Tribunal Case No. DOH 2019-0047 
__________________________________________ 

 
LOUIS DEL FAVERO ORCHIDS, INC., 

 
Appellant, 

 
v. 
 

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, an executive branch agency of the 
State of Florida and REDLAND NURSERY, INC., 

 
Appellees. 

__________________________________________________________________ 
 

APPELLANT'S RESPONSE TO ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE 
__________________________________________________________________ 

 
 On May 15, 2019, Appellant, Louis Del Favero Orchids, Inc. ("Appellant"), 

filed the Notice of Appeal in this case.  On June 10, 2019, Appellee, Redland 

Nursery, Inc. ("Redland"), filed a Motion to Dismiss the appeal.  On June 12, 2019, 

this Court entered an Order directing Appellant to show cause why Redland's 

Motion should not be granted.  Appellant, pursuant to this Court's Order, hereby 

files this response and respectfully requests the Court deny the Motion to Dismiss 

and allow this case to proceed to full briefing. 
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Background 

In 2016, Florida voters overwhelmingly approved a constitutional 

amendment legalizing the use of medical marijuana for the treatment of 

debilitating conditions in Florida.  See art. X, § 29, Fla. Const.  In addition to 

legalizing the use of medical marijuana for qualifying patients, the amendment 

created a new category of business entities to engage in the lawful cultivation, 

production, and/or distribution of medical marijuana to qualifying patients, known 

as Medical Marijuana Treatment Centers (“MMTCs”).  Art. X, § 29(b)(5), Fla. 

Const.   

In a special session, the Florida Legislature passed Senate Bill No. 8-A, 

described as “an act relating to the medical use of marijuana.”  This act went into 

effect on June 23, 2017, and is codif ed at section 381.986, Florida Statutes.   

 Relevant to this case, section 381.986(8)(a)2, Florida Statutes (2018), 

created a limited class of ten licenses to be made available to certain qualifying 

applicants. Within this class, section 381.986(8)(a)3 specifically directs the 

Department to give a preference to MMTC applicants that own one or more 

facilities that are or were used for "the canning, concentrating, or otherwise 

processing of citrus fruit or citrus molasses."  Notably, section 381.986(8)(a)2 

directs the Department to license this class of ten approved applicants "no later 

than" October 3, 2017.  (Emphasis added.)  Over a year and a half after this 
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deadline, the Department has yet to provide any notice of opening an application 

period where competing applications might be evaluated and compared.  

Nevertheless, Appellant, eager to apply for a MMTC license and 

endeavoring to seek any advantage it could to secure one of only ten available 

licenses, purchased a Citrus Processing Facility in Safety Harbor, Florida for 

$750,000.  After purchasing the citrus processing facility, Appellant, on October 8, 

2018, filed a notice of MMTC registration with the Department of Health.  Nine 

days later, on October 17, 2018, Appellant supplemented its notice by filing an 

application to operate a MMTC, along with an application fee in the amount of 

$60,830.  According to Redland's Motion to Dismiss, on November 5, 2018, 

Redland also filed with the Department a request for registration as an MMTC.  

See Redland's Motion at 5.   

For months, Appellant heard nothing from the Department regarding its 

application.1  Accordingly, pursuant to section 120.60(1), Florida Statutes (2018), 

which provides for licensure by default on any application for a license that is not 

                                                 
1 Meanwhile, other litigation was taking place in circuit court, regarding the 

constitutionality of section 381.986, Florida Statutes.  See Florigrown, LLC v. Fla. 
Dep't of Health, Office of Med. Marijuana, et al., Case No. 2017-CA-2549 (Fla. 2d 
Cir. Ct. 2018).  The Department fiercely defended the constitutionality of section 
381.986, Florida Statutes, while simultaneously refusing to adhere to its 
requirements.  This Court heard oral argument in this case on June 11, 2019.  See 
Fla. Dep't of Health, Office of Med. Marijuana Use v. Florigrown, LLC, Case No. 
1D18-4471. 
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approved or denied within ninety days, on January 17, 2019, Appellant notified the 

Department of its intent to claim licensure by default.   

Five days later, after remaining silent for months, the Department sent a 

letter to Appellant's counsel, in which the Department admitted that it took no 

action on Appellant's application.  See App'x to Appellant's Response at 52-53.  In 

an attempt to explain itself, the Department wrote that it had not yet opened the 

application period, and therefore, had no duty to act on Appellant's application.  

The Department explained that it would publish notice to the public of when it 

would begin accepting applications, along with a deadline for doing so.  As of this 

filing, the Department has yet to publish notice of any application period.   

According to Redland's Motion to Dismiss, on March 5, 2019, the 

Department issued a denial of Redland's registration because Redland did not 

qualify for a MMTC license under the statute.  See Redland's Motion at 5; 

Amended App'x to Redland's Motion at 15.  On March 7, 2019, Redland filed a 

Petition with the Department to challenge that denial.  See Amended App'x to 

Redland's Motion at 6.  Because this Petition was filed with the Department, and 

the Department neither provided Appellant with notice of the Petition, nor 

transferred the matter to the Division of Administrative Hearings ("DOAH"), 

Appellant had no knowledge of the Petition, and no opportunity to intervene. 
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 On April 16, 2019, despite failing to publish any notice of an application 

period opening and having issued the aforementioned sternly-worded letter to 

Appellant for purportedly attempting to submit an application before the 

application period opened, the Department entered into a Joint Settlement 

Agreement with Redland and similar agreements with seven other MMTC 

applicants, in which the Department agreed to issue Redland and the seven other 

applicants MMTC licenses.  See Redland's Motion at 5-6.  These licenses were to 

be awarded from the same group of ten licenses made available under Section 

381.986(8)(a)2, Florida Statutes.  This is the same limited pool of licenses from 

which Appellant applied. 

 Appellant learned of the Joint Settlement Agreement on April 18, 2019, and, 

on that same day, Appellant filed a Petition for Administrative Hearing with the 

Department, requesting that the Department forward the Petition to DOAH to 

determine whether the Department's proposed agency action—issuing MMTC 

licenses to these eight applicants through Joint Settlement Agreements—violated 

the applicable statutes and rules governing MMTC licensure.  Ignoring Appellant's 

Petition, on April 19, 2019, the Department issued eight separate Final Orders that 

"incorporated by reference" the Joint Settlement Agreements between the 

Department, Redland, and the other seven MMTC applicants.  These eight Final 

Orders are the subject of this appeal, as well as the appeals in Case Numbers 
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1D19-1772; 1D19-1777; 1D19-1778; 1D19-1780; 1D19-1781; 1D19-1783; and 

1D19-1784.2 

Notably, Redland never qualified to seek any of the ten licenses made 

available in Section 381.986(8)(a)2.  These eight Final Orders came after the 

Department denied Redland's request for registration because, the Department 

asserted, Redland "did not have [a] final score within one point of the highest 

scoring applicant in its region", the qualifying event that might allow Redland to 

obtain one of the ten licenses made available in section 381.986(8)(a)2, Florida 

Statutes.  See Amended App'x to Redland's Motion at 15.  The eight Final Orders 

also came after the Department stated unequivocally in a prior administrative 

proceeding that six of the other applicants who received Settlement Agreements 

did not qualify for a MMTC license under section 381.986(8)(a)2.a.  See App'x to 

Appellant's Response at 15 ("Again, the Department contends none of the petitions 

is qualified.").3  Additionally, in that same prior administrative proceeding, the 

Department stated unequivocally that only two licenses, from the statutory pool of 

ten, remained.  See id. ("That leaves only 2 licenses, if any at all, available for 

                                                 
2 Appellant has filed a Motion to Consolidate and Expedite this and the 

aforementioned cases.  That Motion is pending. 
3 The Joint Settlement Agreement even concedes Redland and the other seven 

applicants do not qualify for a MMTC license, as the Agreement states that the 
applicants "have a colorable claim alleging that they qualify" under section 
381.986(8)(a).  See Amended App'x to Redland's Motion at 39 (emphasis added). 
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Petitioners" and "the remaining 2 licenses are to be awarded through a separate 

application batch").   

Thus, if just two of the eight licenses awarded through settlement 

agreements are approved, according to the Department, there will be no licenses 

available through section 381.986(8)(a)2.  If left unchallenged, the Department will 

have awarded more than the 10 licenses made available under Section 

381.986(8)(a)2, without ever having allowed for any applications to be filed and 

comparatively reviewed. 

In this appeal, as well as in Case Numbers 1D19-1772; 1D19-1777; 1D19-

1778; 1D19-1780; 1D19-1781; 1D19-1783; and 1D19-1784, Appellant has 

challenged these Final Orders and the underlying Joint Settlement Agreements.4  

 On June 10, 2019, Redland filed a Motion to Dismiss, arguing that 

Appellant is not adversely affected by the Final Order at issue in this case and 

lacks standing.  The Court should reject those arguments, deny Redland's Motion, 

and allow this case to proceed to full briefing. 

                                                 
4 Appellant is not the only MMTC applicant that has been hamstrung by the 

Department's actions.  Another MMTC applicant, Liner Source, Inc., has also 
appealed the Department's Final Orders to this Court.  See Case Nos. 1D19-1810; 
1D19-1811; 1D19-1812; 1D19-1813; 1D19-1814; 1D19-1815.   
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Appellant's Substantial Interests are Affected by the Final Order at Issue in 
This Case 

 
As the Florida Supreme Court has explained, "[s]tanding is a legal concept 

that requires a would-be litigant to demonstrate that he or she reasonably expects to 

be affected by the outcome of the proceedings, either directly or indirectly."  Hayes 

v. Guardianship of Thompson, 952 So. 2d 498, 505 (Fla. 2006).  Thus, the 

fundamental purpose of standing is to ensure that a litigant has a sufficient stake in 

the outcome of a case.  See Gregory v. Indian River Cty., 610 So. 2d 547, 554 (Fla. 

1st DCA 1992) (explaining that the purpose of requiring a litigant to have standing 

"is to ensure that a party has a 'sufficient interest in the outcome of the litigation 

which warrants the court's entertaining it' and to assure that a party has a personal 

stake in the outcome so he will adequately represent the interest he asserts"); see 

also S. Broward Hosp. Dist. v. State, Agency for Health Care Admin., 141 So. 3d 

678, 681 (Fla. 1st DCA 2014).   

In this case, Appellant and Redland have each sought one of a statutorily 

limited number of MMTC licenses.  The Department awarded one of those 

statutorily limited MMTC licenses to Redland after rejecting Appellant's request 

for MMTC licensure as "premature," after stating that it "would publish notice to 

the public of when the Department will begin accepting applications," and without 

providing notice of its intended action to Appellant.  See App'x to Appellant's 

Response at 52.  Because the Department's action results in one less MMTC 
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license being available, without affording Appellant an opportunity to have its 

application comparatively reviewed, Appellant's substantial interests are affected. 

Section 381.986(8)(a)2 provides in its entirety: 

2. The department shall license as medical marijuana 
treatment centers 10 applicants that meet the requirements of this 
section, under the following parameters: 

 
a. As soon as practicable, but no later than August 1, 2017, 

the department shall license any applicant whose application was 
reviewed, evaluated, and scored by the department and which was 
denied a dispensing organization license by the department under 
former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes 2014; which had one or more 
administrative or judicial challenges pending as of January 1, 2017, or 
had a final ranking within one point of the highest final ranking in its 
region under former s. 381.986, Florida Statutes 2014; which meets 
the requirements of this section; and which provides documentation to 
the department that it has the existing infrastructure and technical and 
technological ability to begin cultivating marijuana within 30 days 
after registration as a medical marijuana treatment center. 

 
b. As soon as practicable, the department shall license one 

applicant that is a recognized class member of Pigford v. Glickman, 
185 F.R.D. 82 (D.D.C. 1999), or In Re Black Farmers Litig., 856 F. 
Supp. 2d 1 (D.D.C. 2011). An applicant licensed under this sub-
subparagraph is exempt from the requirement of subparagraph (b)2. 

 
c. As soon as practicable, but no later than October 3, 2017, 

the department shall license applicants that meet the requirements of 
this section in sufficient numbers to result in 10 total licenses issued 
under this subparagraph, while accounting for the number of licenses 
issued under sub-subparagraphs a. and b. 

 
Under the plain language of section 381.986(8)(a)2, an applicant can satisfy any of 

the 3 parameters in subsection (8)(a)2.a-c to qualify for a MMTC license.  In this 
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case, Redland sought a license under the first parameter, subsection (8)(a)2.a, 

while Appellant seeks a license under the third parameter, subsection (8)(a)2.c.   

After setting forth the parameters by which the Department shall issue 

MMTC licenses, subsection (8)(a)3 then directs the Department to "give 

preference" to any of those applicants under subsection (8)(a)2, who "own[ed] one 

or more facilities that are, or were, used for the canning, concentrating, or 

otherwise processing of citrus . . . ."  § 381.986(8)(a)3.  Appellant satisfies the 

citrus preference, whereas Redland does not.  

A plain reading of subsections (8)(a)2 and (8)(a)3 demonstrates that the 

legislature clearly intended for the Department to conduct a comparative review of 

all MMTC applicants under the parameters set forth within to arrive at a total of 

ten licenses.  See Bio-Med. Applications of Clearwater, Inc. v. Dep't of Health & 

Rehab. Servs., 370 So. 2d 19, 23 (Fla. 2d DCA 1979) (explaining that "an 

administrative agency is not to grant one application for a license without some 

appropriate consideration of another bona fide and timely filed application to 

render the same service") (citing Ashbacker Radio Corp. v. FCC, 326 U.S. 327 

(1945)).   

This Court has explained that parties filing mutually exclusive applications 

from a limited pool of licenses are substantially affected and possess standing to 

seek comparative review when a state agency awards one of those limited licenses 
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to another applicant .  See Bio-Med. Applications of Ocala, Inc. v. Office of Cmty. 

Med. Facilities, Dep't of Health & Rehab. Servs., 374 So. 2d 88, 88-89 (Fla. 1st 

DCA 1979).  In Bio-Medical Applications of Ocala, a state agency attempted to 

award a certificate to operate a health care facility.  Id. at 88.  When another 

applicant seeking to offer the same service in the same city petitioned to challenge 

the approval, the Department denied the disappointed applicant's petition, alleging 

that the applicant lacked standing because it did not have a substantial interest in 

the certificate awarded to another applicant.  Id.  The First District reversed, 

explaining: 

[W]hen simultaneous applications are mutually exclusive and are so 
regarded by the Department, as here evidenced by the order denying 
Bio-Medical’s application in favor of Shands’ “less costly and more 
appropriate alternative,” each competitor is potentially a party to the 
proceedings on the other’s application.  Each is one “whose 
substantial interests will be affected by proposed agency action” on 
the other’s application. 
 

Id. at 89.  This Court went on to hold that, because the Department at issue failed 

to provide a clear point of entry, a petition for formal administrative hearings 

challenging the application approval should have been granted.  Id. 

 More recently, in the context of a bidding process before Florida Housing 

Finance Corporation, this Court, citing its decision in Bio-Medical Applications of 

Ocala, held that a bidder who was not awarded funding had standing to request a 

formal administrative hearing because its substantial interests were affected by the 
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Corporation's award of funding to a different bidder.  See Ybor III, Ltd. V. Fla. 

Housing Fin. Corp., 843 So. 2d 344, 345-47 (Fla. 1st DCA 2003). 

Similarly, in South Broward Hospital District v. Department of Health and 

Rehabilitative Services, 385 So. 2d 1094 (Fla 4th DCA 1980), a state agency 

attempted to deny standing to a denied applicant who sought to challenge the 

agency's decision to approve an applicant who would offer the same service.  Id. at 

1095.  The Fourth District Court of Appeal reversed, holding that the denied 

applicant possessed standing, as the two applications were mutually exclusive.  Id.; 

see also Fed. Prop. Mgmt. Corp. v. Health Care Retirement Corp. of Am., 462 So. 

2d 493 (Fla. 1st DCA 1984). 

A similar result should occur here.  Because Appellant made application 

seeking award from the same limited number of licenses made available by 

381.986(8)(a)2 as Redland, formal administrative proceedings, or at least an 

opportunity to intervene, should have been granted.  In any event, Appellant is 

substantially affected and possesses standing to challenge the Department's 

intended action.  Appellant is entitled to comparative review before the pool of ten 

licenses made available by Section 381.986(8)(a)2 is awarded to unqualified 

claimants. 

Indeed, the Department has claimed that comparative review of MMTC 

applicants would occur.  In a recent circuit court proceeding involving an applicant  
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claiming entitlement to a MMTC license by default, the Department argued that 

the applicant was not entitled to a default license because the applicant had to be 

"subject[ed] to a comparative application process."  See App'x to Appellant's 

Response at 64; see also App'x to Appellant's Response at 13 (where the 

Department argued in an additional proceeding that section 381.986(8)(a)2 

intended a "future application batch to round out the 10 licenses" available under 

the statute).  In arguing against issuance of a default MMTC license, the 

Department went so far as to assert that "it would be patently unfair to award a 

default license and take one of those away from a competitive process."  See App'x 

to Appellant's Response at 64 (emphasis added).  Thus, Appellant, who satisfies 

the requirements under subsection (8)(a)2, is substantially affected by the 

Department's decision to award a MMTC license to an applicant without 

comparative review, as the Department did in the Final Order at issue in this 

appeal.  

Notwithstanding the plain language of the statute, Redland insists that 

subsection (8)(a)2 gives applicants who satisfy the first parameter, (8)(a)2.a, some 

sort of priority over applicants, such as Appellant, who satisfy the third parameter, 

(8)(a)2.c., thereby divesting Appellant of any standing to insist upon comparative 

review.  Because Redland's reading of  subsection (8)(a)2 cannot be reconciled 

with the plain language and improperly adds words that do not appear in the 
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statute, it should be rejected.  See Fla. Dep't of Educ. v. Cooper, 858 So. 2d 394, 

396 (Fla. 1st DCA 2003) ("Where the language [of a statute] is clear and 

unambiguous, it must be given its plain and ordinary meaning."); Fla. Hosp. v. 

Agency for Health Care Admin., 823 So. 2d 844, 848 (Fla. 1st DCA 2002) ("Courts 

are not at liberty to add words to statutes that were not placed there by the 

legislature.").   

First, contrary to Redland's suggestion, Appellant does not seek a MMTC 

license solely under the citrus preference in subsection 381.986(8)(a)3.  Rather, 

Appellant seeks a MMTC license under subsection (8)(a)2.c., as Appellant 

"meet[s] the requirements of this section."  § 381.986(8)(a)2.c.  Additionally, and 

unlike Redland, Appellant also satisfies the criteria under the citrus preference.  

§ 381.986(8)(a)3.    

Second, while Redland insists that subsection (8)(a)2 gives it and applicants 

like it some sort of priority, the statute does no such thing.  Subsection (8)(a)2 

begins by providing that the Department "shall license as medical marijuana 

treatment centers 10 applicants that meet the requirements of this section, under the 

following parameters."  Those "following parameters" provide that the Department 

(a) shall award MMTC licenses to those applicants who applied under the 2014 

version of the statute and "had a final ranking within one point of the highest final 
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ranking in its region"; (b) shall license one recognized member of the Pigford5 

class; and (c) shall license "applicants that meet the requirements of this section in 

sufficient numbers to result in 10 total licenses."  § 381.986(8)(a)2.a.-c.6   

If the legislature intended the reading advanced by Redland, it could have 

easily drafted the statute that way.  Instead of stating "while accounting for the 

number of licenses issued under sub-paragraphs a. and b" in subsection (8)(a)2.c, 

the legislature could have stated "after accounting for the number of licenses 

issued under sub-paragraphs a. and b."  The legislature did not do that.  Thus, 

under a plain reading of the statute, any applicant, such as Appellant, who satisfies 

one of the criteria under subsection (8)(a)2 is substantially affected by the 

Department awarding a MMTC license to an applicant without comparative 

review, as the Department did in the Final Order at issue in this appeal.  See Bio-

Medical, 370 So. 2d at 23. 

Finally, in advancing its erroneous interpretation of the statute, Redland 

suggests that it satisfies the criteria under subsection (8)(a)2.a because it is a 

qualified prior applicant.  It does not.  As the Department noted in a motion filed in 

a related administrative proceeding, Staff Analysis for Senate Bill 8-A, which 

                                                 
5 Pigford v. Glickman, 185 F.R.D. 82 (D.D.C. 1999); In Re Black Farmers 

Litig., 856 F. Supp. 2d 1 (D.D.C. 2011).   
6 It is worth noting that Redland's Motion to Dismiss fails to mention 

subsection (8)(a)2.c, and jumps directly to the citrus preference in subsection 
(8)(a)3.  See generally Redland's Motion. 
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amended section 381.986(8)(a)2 to its current form, reveals the Final Rankings for 

the applicants whose applications were reviewed, evaluated, scored, and ultimately 

denied by the Department under the 2014 version of 381.986, Florida Statutes.  

This Staff Analysis clearly shows that in the Southeast and Central Regions, 

Redland did not have a Final Rank within one point of the highest final ranking in 

those regions.  See App'x to Appellant's Response at 25.  As indicated in the 

Appendix to Redland's Motion to Dismiss, this is why the Department denied its 

request for registration in March 2019.  See Amended App'x to Redland's Motion 

at 15.  Thus, even if this Court were to accept Redland's reading of 381.986(8)(a), 

which it should not, Redland was not entitled to a license under the "within one 

point" provision of subsection (8)(a)2.a.  

Because Appellant and Redland were both competing for a statutorily 

limited number of MMTC licenses, the Department's decision to grant a license to 

Redland substantially affects Appellant.  Appellant possesses the requisite standing 

to maintain this appeal.  The Motion to Dismiss must be denied and this case must 

be permitted to proceed to full briefing. 

Appellant has Standing to Bring this Appeal 

As stated above, "[s]tanding is a legal concept that requires a would-be 

litigant to demonstrate that he or she reasonably expects to be affected by the 

outcome of the proceedings, either directly or indirectly."  Hayes, 952 So. 2d at 
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505.  In addition to the substantially affected requirement, standing typically 

requires litigants to have been a party below to have standing on appeal.  See Legal 

Envtl. Assistance Found., Inc. v. Clark, 668 So. 2d 982, 986 (Fla. 1996).   

Appellant concedes that it was not a party to the case below.  However, 

Appellant was not a party below because Appellant was never provided notice of 

the pending case between Redland and the Department or a point of entry into the 

case.  

As explained above, in October 2018, Appellant filed its notice of 

registration as a MMTC with the Department.  On January 22, 2019, the 

Department sent a letter to Appellant's counsel, stating that the Department would 

not consider Appellant's notice because the application period had not yet opened.  

See App'x to Appellant's Response at 52.  In that same letter, the Department stated 

that "it would publish notice to the public of when the Department will begin 

accepting applications."  See id.   

In March 2019, after the Department denied Redland's request for 

registration as a MMTC, Redland filed a Petition with the Department.  Despite 

knowing that Appellant also sought a MMTC license, and therefore would be 

substantially affected by any action the Department might take with respect to 

Redland's Petition, the Department never provided notice to Appellant or the 

public of the Petition.  Additionally, because the Department never forwarded 
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Redland's Petition to DOAH, Appellant had no way of knowing about the 

existence of Redland's Petition.  Thus, prior to Appellant learning of the Joint 

Settlement Agreement on April 18, 2019 after it became public, Appellant had no 

way of knowing that Redland filed a Petition with the Department.  

As soon as Appellant learned of the Joint Settlement Agreement on April 18, 

2019, it immediately filed a Petition with the Department to challenge the 

Agreement.  The Department then waited until after issuing the Final Orders before 

acknowledging Appellant's Petition with an Order of Dismissal Without Prejudice, 

directing Appellant to explain how it was affected by the Joint Settlement 

Agreement that "had been adopted by final orders."   

Although Appellant suspected it would not obtain any relief from a thus far 

intractable Department, Appellant nevertheless filed an Amended Petition on May 

22, 2019,7 again requesting the Department forward the Amended Petition to 

DOAH.  By statute, the Department is required to grant or deny a request for an 

administrative hearing "within 15 days after receipt."  § 120.569(2)(a), Fla. Stat. 

(2018).  That 15-day deadline passed on June 6, 2019.  To date, the Department 

has taken no action on the pending Petition.8  

                                                 
7 Appellant specifically stated in its Amended Petition that it was filing the 

Amended Petition to preserve its right to challenge the Department's actions. 
8 Appellant filed the Notice of Appeal in this case on May 15, 2019, so as not 

to miss the 30-day window for appealing Final Orders while waiting for the 
Department to rule on Appellant's Amended Petition.  See Fla. R. App. P. 9.110.  
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Thus, while it is true that Appellant was not a party below, it is also true that 

the Department never announced that it had received a petition from Redland and 

never provided a point of entry for any intervenor to become a party.  If due 

process requires anything, it is "fair notice and a real opportunity to be heard" 

when substantial interests are at issue.  Keys Citizens for Responsible Gov't, Inc. v. 

Fla. Keys Aqueduct Auth., 795 So. 2d 940, 948 (Fla. 2001); see also § 120.569(1), 

Fla. Stat. (2018) (entitling those whose substantial interests are affected by agency 

action to an administrative hearing).  

Finally, Redland argues that even if Appellant had intervened in the case 

below, any right Appellant had to participate was lost when Redland and the 

Department entered into the Joint Settlement Agreement.  In support of this 

argument, Redland cites Environmental Confederation of Southwest Florida, Inc. 

v. IMC Phosphates, Inc., 857 So. 2d 207 (Fla. 1st DCA 2003), which states that 

any right to participate as an intervenor "would be lost altogether if the parties 

decide to settle the case or voluntarily dismiss it."  Id. at 211.  In relying on 

Environmental Protection, Redland fails to provide relevant context from that case. 

                                                                                                                                                             
As soon as the Department denies that Amended Petition, Appellant will file a 
notice of appeal and move to consolidate that case with this case.  

 If this Court were to dismiss this appeal because Appellant has an Amended 
Petition pending at the Department, the Department could sit on its heels and never 
rule on the Amended Petition, thereby preventing Appellant from ever challenging 
the Final Order at issue in this case.  
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At issue in Environmental Protection was the Department of Environmental 

Protection's decision to deny an interested party "the right to initiate a challenge to 

[a] permit," which this Court held "was an injury that [wa]s sufficient to establish 

the right to judicial review."  Id. at 208.  This Court explained: 

The Confederation and Manasota–88 were “adversely affected” 
by the order appealed in this case for the simple reason that the order 
denied them a right to assert a challenge to the permit.  We need not 
determine whether the mining operations, if permitted, will cause an 
injury.  The harm is that potential litigants were denied the right to 
initiate an action in an administrative tribunal.  An order dismissing an 
administrative petition for lack of standing is necessarily subject to 
judicial review.  If that were not the case, such an order could never 
be challenged in court.  

 
Id. at 209.  In this case, the Department has not issued an order granting or denying 

Appellant's request for an administrative hearing, though such a decision was 

required weeks ago.  § 120.569(2)(a).   

Because the Department has failed to provide a point of entry for Appellant 

to challenge the Final Order at issue in this case, Appellant's only venue to 

challenge the Department's actions in this case is this Court.  

Conclusion 

If this Court grants Redland's Motion to Dismiss, it will validate the conduct 

of the Department, which includes misrepresenting the number of MMTC licenses 

available, misrepresenting when the Department would begin accepting 

applications, and issuing MMTC licenses to ineligible applicants in deals struck 
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behind closed doors, contrary to fundamental principles of due process and the 

Department's own contention that it would be "patently unfair" to issue a MMTC 

license without comparative review of other applications.  Appellant respectfully 

requests the Court deny Redland's Motion to Dismiss and allow this appeal to 

proceed to full briefing. 

 Respectfully submitted this 24th day of June, 2019. 
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